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Abstract. The paper presents some studies aimed at singling out the meanings 
of specific items of gaze, while argueing that the values on some parameters of 
gaze items are not comparable to phonemes in a verbal language, but rather to 
morphemes, since by themselves they convey specific meanings.  
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1   Gaze as a communicative system 

     Gaze communication has captured attention in theory, empirical research and 
Embodied Agents. Gaze is studied in face-to-face interaction, imagery and text 
comprehension, persuasion, interest, and its semantic subtleties are simulated in 
Embodied Agents. Most studies, though, generally investigate a single dimension of 
eye gaze: gaze direction. Where people look at is very meaningful, to ask and to give 
feedback, to show attention or concentration. But many other aspects of eye behavior 
are relevant, and the function of gaze is not only to establish or maintain the setting 
for interaction, but to tell things: gaze conveys specific meanings, and makes up a rich 
and consistent communicative system to be described in a systematic way [1].  

As for any communicative system, in gaze you can distinguish the signal – the  
morphological features and muscular actions displayed in the area of eyes  – and the 
meaning – imagistic or conceptual representation linked to that signal. On the signal 
side, to describe the “phonology” of gaze (“optology”, [1]), a number of parameters 
were singled out whose combination gives all the possible items of gaze: eyebrow 
movements, eyelid position, tension and movement, humidity and reddening of eyes, 
pupil dilation, focusing, direction of the iris with respect to direction of the Speaker’s 
head and of the Interlocutor, duration of movements.   

On the meaning side, gaze conveys various types of information [1]: entities (e.g., 
the so-called deictic gaze, eyes pointing to something, means “I refer to that thing 
there”, where the entity must be specified through contextual information),  properties 
(squeezed eyes = small, subtle), performative (fixed stare = “I defy you”), emotion 
(inner parts of eyebrows up = I am sad), certainty (small frown = I’m am serious, not 
kidding), metacognitive (eyes left-downward = I’m trying to remember), topic-



comment (eyebrows raised = emphasis), turn-taking (open eyes wide = I want to 
speak) feedback (frown = I don’t understand).  

2   Gaze morphemes 

To state the meaning of specific gaze items two studies were conducted [2] having 
an Embodied Agent not as an end but as a research tool. The first study investigated 
whether people attribute meanings to specific gaze items in a systematic and shared 
way. By using Greta’s “face-library” [3], a tool to set a face in whatever facial 
expression by changing facial parameters of head, mouth and eye region, the values in 
three parameters were varied: eyelids aperture, eye direction and eyebrows position; 
by combining them 10 items of gaze were constructed, and for each the meaning was 
hypothesized (e.g., middle eyelids aperture, eyes directed to interlocutor, internal 
parts eyebrows down = I hate you). A questionnaire of multiple choice and open 
questions about the 10 items was submitted to 100 subjects. It resulted that the 
meanings hypothesized are fairly shared, and even the meanings proposed in open 
questions share some semantic components with those hypothesized.  

A second aimed to assess if specific values in the parameter of eyelid aperture have 
an “optological” relevance, i.e., if they distinguish minimal pairs of gaze items. A 
questionnaire of 15 items was submitted to 100 subjects. The results showed that wide 
open, default, and half-closed eyelids distinguish minimal pairs of gaze items. 
However, here a specific value is not simply distinctive of a meaning against another, 
like for words, where phonemes are not meaningful per se; a value in gaze parameters 
looks meaningful in itself. For example, a component of “relaxation” is present in all 
the gaze items that contain the value the “half-closed eyelids”. Relaxing means 
lowering the level of one’s physical or mental energy; and you may do so either 
because energy leaves you  (like in the meanings “I am about to faint”, “tired”, “going 
to sleep”, “I am stupid”), or because you do not need much energy, or you feel 
justified not to exploit it, (“bored”, “extranged”, “Yes”, “I’ll pass over it”); or  finally 
because you confront a too difficult goal which is not worth to waste energy (“I am 
resigned”, “Oh no, please!”).  

But if a single value in a parameter bears meaning by itself, it has not simply a 
phonemic, but a morphemic import: it is an “embodied gaze morpheme”, having its 
roots in the physiological reactions driven by, or linked to, specific affective or 
cognitive states. Thus, further morphemes of gaze will be investigated in subsequent 
research. 
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